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Abstract
Cybersecurity is a relatively recent addition to the list of preoccupations for 

modern states. The forceful emergence of the internet and computer networks and their 
subsequent prevalence quickly brought this to the fore. By now, it is inconceivable that 
modern administrations, whether public or private, can exist entirely outside the digital 
realm. Nevertheless, with great opportunities also comes great risk. Attacks against com-
puter systems quickly evolved from marginalised incidents to matters of state concern.  
The exponential increase in the importance of cybersecurity over the past few years has led 
to a multi-level response. New policies, followed by relevant laws and regulations, have 
been introduced at national and international levels. While modern states have therefore 
been compelled to devise concrete cybersecurity strategies in response to potential threats, 
the most notable aspect of these strategies is their resemblance to one another. Such uni-
form thinking could develop into a risk per se: challenges may appear unexpectedly, given 
the dynamic nature of the internet and the multitude of actors and sources of risk, which 
could put common knowledge, or what may be called conventional wisdom, to the test at 
a stage where the scope for response is limited. This paper builds upon the idea of national 
states being perceived as platforms within the contemporary digital and regulatory environ-
ment. Platforms are in this context information structures or systems, whereby the primary 
role of states acting as platforms is that of an information broker for its citizens or subjects.  
This role takes precedence even over the fundamental obligation of states to provide se-
curity; it calls upon them first to co-create (basic) personal data, and then to safely store 
and further transmit such data. Once the key concept of states as platforms has been  
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1. Introduction 

Cybersecurity is a relatively recent addition to the list of preoccupations for modern 
states. The forceful emergence of the internet and computer networks and their 

subsequent prevalence quickly brought this to the fore. The use of the internet in public 
and private administrations developed rapidly from a useful accessory into an inherent, 
embedded element of all relevant policies and strategies. By now, it is inconceivable that 
modern administrations, whether public or private, can exist entirely outside the digi-
tal realm. Nevertheless, with great opportunities also comes great risk. Attacks against 
computer systems quickly evolved from marginalised incidents to matters of state con-
cern. Cybersecurity, notwithstanding the definition found in the EU’s Cybersecurity Act1, 
is a broad term encompassing anything from private security on a standalone computer 
for personal use to state security and cyberwarfare. It is under this latter context that 
the term will be used in this paper, to refer to the obligation of modern states to pro-
vide and prioritise a secure cyber environment for their citizens or subjects, in order to 
protect them against cyberthreats and cyberattacks.

The exponential increase in the importance of cybersecurity over the past 
few years has led to a multi-level response. New policies, followed by relevant laws and 
regulations, have been introduced at national and international level. New academic in-
terest has emerged (as is apparent from the release of this first issue of an aspiring new 
academic journal), adding to the traditional studies on security. A new market has also 
emerged, aimed at satisfying increased consumer and business needs in this sphere. 
Perhaps the most notable aspect of these responses, however, is that modern states 
have been compelled to devise concrete cybersecurity strategies. The aim of these strat-
egies is twofold, both to protect and to reassure. States need to protect their citizens and 
assets from cyberattacks and cyberthreats through specific cybersecurity measures2. 
They also need to be able to demonstrate to their citizens that they are aware of the risk 
and are taking mitigating measures in tandem that respect the political, historical and 
cultural circumstances of the societies concerned. National cybersecurity strategies, as 
published on the internet, need to attain both of these targets.

Nevertheless, the commonality of computer network technologies and of 
the internet itself (including the digital means to cause harm) has led to considerable 
harmonisation among state responses. In other words, national cybersecurity strategies 
mandated by EU law (as made available over the internet) more or less resemble one 
another. Admittedly, harmonisation has been an explicit aim at both the regional (EU) 
and international level. Either under a formal legal obligation or within a best practice 
context, modern states have formulated public national cybersecurity strategies that 
are similar, both in terms of their assumptions and with regard to their aims and pur-
poses (typically also including the means to accomplish them). However, such uniform 
thinking could develop into a risk per se: challenges, in the form of cyber risks, may arise 
unexpectedly, given the dynamic nature of the internet and the multitude of actors and 

elaborated in section 2, this paper then presents the concrete consequences of this approach 
within the cybersecurity field. In section 3, former off-line practices for safely storing per-
sonal information, undertaken by states within their role as platforms, are contrasted with 
the challenges posed by the digitisation of information. The focus is then turned in section 
4 to the EU, and the NIS Directive’s obligation upon Member States to introduce and imple-
ment national cybersecurity strategies, which are therefore examined under the lens intro-
duced in section 2. Finally, specific points for improvement and relevant recommendations 
for these cybersecurity strategies are presented in section 5.

Keywords
data localisation, digital sovereignty, national cybersecurity strategies, states 

as platforms

1 “Cybersecurity means the activities necessary 
to protect network and information systems, the 
users of such systems, and other persons af-
fected by cyber threats”, Art. 2(1), Regulation 
(EU) 2019/881 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 17 April 2019 on ENISA (the 
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity) and 
on information and communications technology 
cybersecurity certification and repealing Regu-
lation (EU) No 526/2013 (Cybersecurity Act). 

2 For Europe, this obligation is introduced most 
prominently in the text of the NIS Directive 
(Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016 
concerning measures for a high common level 
of security of network and information systems 
across the Union), whereby Member States are 
obliged to adopt a national strategy on the se-
curity of network and information systems (Art. 
1 par. 2(a), where the latter is defined as “the 
ability of network and information systems to 
resist, at a given level of confidence, any action 
that compromises the availability, authenticity, 
integrity or confidentiality of stored or transmit-
ted or processed data or the related services 
offered by, or accessible via, those network and 
information systems” in its Art. 2(2).
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sources of risk, which could put common knowledge (or received wisdom) to the test at 
a stage where the scope for response is constrained.

This paper builds upon the idea of national states being perceived as plat-
forms within the contemporary digital and regulatory environment [1]. In this context, it 
elaborates upon a concrete consequence of states-as-platforms within the cybersecuri-
ty field. To this end, section 2 introduces the idea of states as platforms; section 3 then 
particularizes this general discussion by specifically referring to the cybersecurity field, 
in an attempt to highlight specific consequences of states being perceived as platforms. 
The focus is then turned to the EU, and the NIS Directive’s obligation upon Member 
States to introduce and implement national cybersecurity strategies, which are therefore  
examined under the lens introduced in section 2. Finally, specific points for improvement 
in these cybersecurity strategies are presented in section 5.

2. States as Platforms
The recent adoption, in July 2022, by the European Parliament of the Digi-

tal Services Act3 means that, once it officially comes into effect, it will formally introduce 
into EU law the term “online platforms”: these (at least according to the Commission’s 
original proposal) are meant to constitute “a provider of a hosting service which, at the 
request of a recipient of the service, stores and disseminates to the public information”4, 
whereby a hosting service, in turn, “consists of the storage of information provided by, 
and at the request of, a recipient of the service”5. Therefore, between the DSA and the 
Digital Markets Act6, which was simultaneously adopted as part of a single “Digital Ser-
vices Act package”, a comprehensive framework for the regulation of online platforms is 
introduced in EU law, the first of its kind both in Europe and internationally.

What constitutes a platform, the projection of which in the digital envi-
ronment has recently attracted so much of the EU legislator’s attention? The legislative 
definition seen above focuses on what online platforms do, not on what they are. In es-
sence, online platforms are information structures or systems based on software. It is in 
this (digitised) context that the term is used in EU law. However, in the real, non-digital 
world the term literally denotes a “flat raised area or structure” (Cambridge dictionary) 
or “a raised level surface on which people or things can stand” (Oxford dictionary). In 
real-world usage the term has been employed metaphorically to denote sets of policies 
or ideas. What is common in both cases is differentiation, even exceptionalism. The con-
cept of a platform may represent something raised above the mundane, or even a singu-
lar grouping of ideas, which differentiates it from all others. But there is also the matter 
of context – where a platform has interconnectedness with other platforms around it: 
a platform cannot exist in the void. Finally, platforms are structured around basic rules 
(whether behavioural, regulatory, or other) that are common to all their supporters or 
users. It is perhaps these characteristics of real-world platforms that rendered the word 
apt for describing large information systems in the digital world.

The EU’s first attempt to regulate online platforms came through the so-
called P2B Regulation (platforms-to-business relations Regulation)7. In the Commis-
sion’s words, the P2B Regulation is the “first ever set of rules for creating a fair, transpar-
ent and predictable business environment for smaller businesses and traders on online 
platforms” [2]. While the P2B Regulation therefore aims at regulating the relationship 
of online platforms with their business users, it is the DSA, and to a lesser extent the 
DMA, that are expected to govern the other side of the spectrum, namely the relation-
ships between online platforms and their individual users or consumers.

However, European regulatory innovation in the field perhaps invites a dif-
ferent viewpoint: could states themselves be considered as platforms? What if this newly 
finalised EU regulatory framework was applied to states also? What insights could be 
derived into the role of states from EU online platform regulation?

3 Proposal for a Regulation of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on a Single 
Market For Digital Services (Digital Services 
Act) and amending Directive 2000/31/EC, 
COM/2020/825 final (the “DSA”).

4 Art. 2, point (h), DSA.

5 Art. 2, point (f), DSA.

6 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Par-
liament and of the Council on contestable and 
fair markets in the digital sector (Digital Markets 
Act), COM/2020/842 final (the “DMA”).

7 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 
on promoting fairness and transparency for busi-
ness users of online intermediation services.
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In order to address these questions, the first step lies in uncovering the 
basic role of states as information brokers. Although this realisation did not become 
evident until the Information Revolution gave importance to the role of information in 
human lives, states – within the meaning of organised societies – are first and foremost 
information brokers for their subjects or citizens8. At the moment of birth humans are 
vested with state-provided information: a name9, as well as a specific nationality [6, p. 75]. 
Without these a person cannot officially exist. A nameless individual is unthinkable in 
human societies. Although it is the family that provides a person with a name when he 
or she is born, without a specific mechanism to formally acknowledge it such a name 
could function only among a very small number of people10. It is therefore a state (in 
the above meaning) that, at first, validates a name for a person and then is responsible 
for its safekeeping through specific bureaucratic mechanisms (or at least its safekeep-
ing is in the state’s best interest). The second type of essential information provided by 
the state at the time of birth of any individual is nationality, in the sense of belonging 
to a specific state or organised society. Just as is true for names, a stateless person is  
unthinkable in human societies.

The above two sets of information are subsequently much more enriched 
within modern, bureaucratic states. Education and employment, family status, property 
rights, taxation and social security is all information (co-) created11 by states and their 
citizens or subjects. For the purposes of this analysis, this type of personal information 
shall be designated as “basic personal data”. It is after basic personal data have been 
created that the second, equally crucial, part of the role of states as information bro-
kers comes into play: states safely store and further disseminate personal data. This is 
of paramount, fundamental importance to individuals. In order to go about their lives in 
any meaningful manner, it is imperative that individuals first have their basic personal 
data stored safely, and then for such data to be readily communicable by their respective 
state as required. As regards storage, individuals need their basic personal data stored 
securely for the duration of their lives and for a short period thereafter (at least until all 
their property rights expire). They need this information to be persistent and not to be 
tampered with, in order for them to be able to enter into any transaction with third par-
ties over the course of their lives. Second, individuals need this information disseminated 
to third parties through the intermediation of the state granting validity to the transmis-
sion. Trust in human transactions is tacitly provided by the state, through its validation 
(or even direct transmission) of the personal information concerned.

Information brokerage is therefore the primary role of the state, which takes 
precedence over any other. No political or state organisation theory can provide indi-
viduals with any meaningful life, without their basic personal information safely stored 
and further transmittable.  Accordingly, if a state “loses” a birth certificate or a family 
record, the persons concerned need to immediately replace them with the assistance of 
another state, otherwise they will be placed in a state of limbo – and thus in great in-
security. Ultimately, what has already been identified in Hobbes’ Leviathan as the most 
fundamental role of a state, the provision of security, would be meaningless unless that 
state’s function as an information broker has already occurred, meaning that the state 
knows who it has to protect12.

Once the extremely important role of information brokerage for their citizens 
has been acknowledged, the next step for states is to relate this role with the platforms 
that have recently captured the EU legislator’s attention. Can states in fact be viewed as 
platforms? Firstly, one could easily remove the digital elements in the EU’s definition of 
online platforms. In essence, the DSA’s definition may well apply in the real world too: 
platforms store and disseminate information to the public at the request of their users. 
A state viewed as a platform would then form the intermediary in an information flow 
from its citizens (users, individuals) to everybody else. From this perspective, platforms 
essentially coincide with the state as information broker, in the manner described above. 

8 Although the role of states assembling “informa-
tional capital” has been identified for example by 
Bourdieu [3, p. 213], this is different than the state’s 
effort to “measure, count, assess, investigate”.

9 Although this is certainly true in modern, cen-
tralised bureaucratic states, the same has ar-
guably been the case in any organised society, 
regardless of whether it was within an iron age 
empire, a city-state, the Roman empire, Medi-
eval Europe etc. [4]. In other words, ever since 
the first organised human societies emerged, in-
dividuals needed to be registered, if not for any-
thing else then for taxation and military service 
purposes [5, p. XI].

10 Although Herzog notes that “for many years 
historians assumed that there were absolutely 
no rules indicating who would be called what, or 
guaranteeing that a person would use the same 
name throughout his or her life” [7, p. 199], for 
the purposes of this paper actual use is irrelevant; 
keeping also in mind the state’s best interest in 
having consistency of names, whether any given 
person lives an extremely static life and therefore 
is in no need of a formal name is beside the point.

11 The role of the state, however, is not that of 
a trusted third party. The state does not simply 
safeguard information on its subjects that was 
created by the subjects themselves but instead 
actively participates in its creation, by establish-
ing and maintaining the institutions within which 
creation of this information becomes possible.

12 Similarly, if under a different political theory the 
primary role of the state is justice, the state still 
needs to know who its recipients are.
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Or, in other words, states have actually functioned as platforms, albeit in the real world, 
since the first organised societies emerged.

3. Cybersecurity obligations of States-as-Platforms
The importance of such safekeeping cannot be overstated. As explained in 

section 2, a nameless or stateless person is out of the question. Similarly, within contem-
porary societies a person without any family, education or employment data risks living 
a marginalised and precarious existence. The only entities capable and in charge of safe-
keeping this information are states. It is their responsibility first to enable the creation and 
access of this information to individuals (the ownership question over such information 
notwithstanding), and, once that task has been completed, to make sure that this informa-
tion remains available and transmittable to any third party at the request of the individ-
uals concerned. States-as-platforms have exclusivity over this extremely important role.

If seen as platforms whose most fundamental role is to store and transmit 
the basic personal data of citizens to third parties, states carry a specific set of respon-
sibilities. Within the traditional field of security the focus is on individuals themselves  
[8, 9]: their security, in the sense of physical and psychological well-being, as well as 
(depending on the theory adopted) their ability to flourish within society, largely domi-
nate the relevant discourse. That same individual’s information has attracted much less 
attention in this regard. However, from a states-as-platforms perspective, the focus turns 
clearly towards the basic personal data itself: if information brokerage is what states pri-
marily do, and states are the primary providers of a right to security as their most basic 
raison d’être, then such information needs to remain secure, first and foremost.

The security of individuals’ basic personal data is therefore crucial. The 
type of security measures assumed so far by states in order to warrant this inevita-
bly stemmed from the nature of the data stored. Until recently, all basic personal data 
were registered in paper records, which were kept manually [10]. Digitisation of in-
formation came quite late in human history, and much later in public administration13. 
A number of important realisations arise from this understanding. The first is that paper 
record-creation and record-keeping remained one of the basic functions of state admin-
istrations. Once printing became available, paper public records were meticulously cre-
ated by hand and organised in elaborate filing systems [11]. Their maintenance was of  
utmost importance: paper records necessary to carry out transactions (i.e. pertaining to liv-
ing individuals) were carefully kept, updated and preserved. Photocopies and photography 
assisted this process. Although a relevant analysis of this process goes beyond the scope of 
this paper, here it is sufficient to note that paper record-keeping has been the norm until very 
recently, when it comes to states operating as information brokers for their citizens or subjects.

The second realisation refers to the fact that states kept all their basic 
personal data locally, meaning within their respective territories and jurisdictions. This 
was unavoidable, given the nature of the data concerned: paper records (or, much less, 
records kept in stone or any other material) could not be moved from one state to an-
other, either for safekeeping or for any other conceivable reason. This is an important 
clarification, directly connected to contemporary discussions on digital sovereignty (see 
the analysis in section 4). Throughout their history (and under whatever political system 
they maintained) states were never locally separated from the basic personal data of 
their citizens or subjects. All creation, safekeeping and transmission was performed lo-
cally, within their borders; whenever a formal, case-specific transmission to a third state 
became necessary, elaborate schemes14 were agreed among states, basically afford-
ing cross-platform transmission of information (in essence, platform interoperability).

The third realisation refers to the proportionality of the security mea-
sures assumed by states to protect the basic personal data of their citizens. Paper 
records containing their citizens’ basic personal data were kept in state buildings.  

13 The reason behind the GDPR’s automated and 
non-automated files is a legacy provision of its 
predecessor, the 1994 Directive, which in turn 
included it because most public sector files in 
Europe were not digitized until the early nineties.

14 See, for example, the Hague Treaty (Convention 
of 5 October 1961 Abolishing the Requirement of 
Legalisation for Foreign Public Documents (HCCH 
1961 Apostille Convention)).
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State buildings are protected both by state authorities (the police) and by the law: in most  
countries the destruction of public property is a serious crime. Of course, at a higher 
level, states themselves, including their paper records, are protected by their military 
forces against attacks from any other state. Consequently, as physical objects of great 
importance, public records (including the basic personal data) were kept with utmost 
care by states, raising the level of proportional protection measures to the highest level 
possible afforded by the state concerned.

Notwithstanding public record-keeping theory and practice, for the pur-
poses of this paper it should be clarified that, as long as basic digital personal data are 
concerned, the obligations of states as platforms fall within the cybersecurity field. Once 
digitised, basic personal data lose their tangible nature and existence in the real world 
and exist only electronically (the same, of course, applying to digital-born data as well). 
They are no longer paper records, that need to be physically preserved and delivered 
manually upon request to any party concerned. They are digital records that are trans-
mitted electronically, over the internet or otherwise. In addition, digital state records no 
longer have a real-world equivalent: electronically created state records containing basic 
personal data are not additionally printed in paper form, either for safekeeping or for any 
other purpose. Consequently, if they are deleted for any reason, electronic records are 
lost forever. While of course this has always been a risk with paper records too, which 
can be lost or destroyed through natural disasters (e.g. fire or flood) or wilful acts (e.g. 
war), the risk in such case is admittedly much lower: when it comes to electronic files, 
pressing a button may lead to the deletion of huge volumes of data in a split second, 
whereas the burning or flooding of paper records held by the state doesn’t occur in-
stantly, and the rate of destruction would most likely be limited due to localisation of the 
records concerned. The digitalisation of information has allowed state administrations 
to change their centuries-old methodology of record-creation and safekeeping, moving 
from a tangible to an intangible format. It is under this change that the states-as-plat-
forms obligations within the cybersecurity context become visible.

A further realisation stems from the digitalisation of basic personal data: 
other than their increased transferability and, perhaps, vulnerability when compared to 
their (paper) predecessors, they also enable more efficient state administration. This is 
a realistic (electronic records are easier to manage than paper records by the same civ-
il servant) and also powerful assumption that has had multiple legal repercussions in 
the past: namely, it led to the introduction of a new field of law – data protection law – 
in the 1970s [12, p. 50], and has also led to important case law, such as Google Spain 
and the right to de-listing from online search engines15. Consequently, the automation 
of the processing of basic personal data is of great importance. While in peaceful West-
ern societies this realisation is mostly a benign one, inviting analyses, for example, on 
how to balance data management optimisation against protection of individual rights, 
the future ought not be taken for granted: in the event of war, a foreign administration 
seizing the digitised state records of the defeated state’s subjects and citizens will find 
in its hands a powerful tool of occupation and repression.

The above realisations are by no means intended to constitute an exhaus-
tive analysis of the risks posed to modern states by the digitalisation of state records, 
particularly those including basic personal data. The aim of the analysis is to highlight 
the new challenges that states-as-platforms are faced with in the digital realm. While 
some of these challenges were also present in the past, under the basic role of states 
as information brokers as seen in section 2, they were largely tacitly mitigated, if not 
supressed, by the nature of the information per se: paper records are neither movable 
nor easily perishable or easily manageable. Digitised records, however, present none of 
these faculties: on the contrary, they are easily transmittable, deletable en masse, and 
automatically processable. It is precisely from this perspective that states-as-platforms 
need to take note, as part of their cybersecurity policies and strategies.

15 The ruling of the CJEU specifically refers to 
“processing of personal data, such as that at is-
sue in the main proceedings, carried out by the 
operator of a search engine is liable to affect sig-
nificantly the fundamental rights to privacy and to 
the protection of personal data when the search 
by means of that engine is carried out on the ba-
sis of an individual’s name, since that processing  
enables any internet user to obtain through the list 
of results a structured overview of the information 
relating to that individual that can be found on 
the internet — information which potentially con-
cerns a vast number of aspects of his private life 
and which, without the search engine, could not 
have been interconnected or could have been only 
with great difficulty — and thereby to establish  
a more or less detailed profile of him. Furthermore, 
the effect of the interference with those rights of 
the data subject is heightened on account of the 
important role played by the internet and search 
engines in modern society, which render the infor-
mation contained in such a list of results ubiqui-
tous”, Google Spain SL and Google Inc. v Agencia 
Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD) and Ma-
rio Costeja González, Case C-131/12, p. 80.
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4. Two important shortcomings in European national  
         cybersecurity strategies

The obligation of EU Member States to introduce national cybersecurity 
strategies (“NCSS”) was formally introduced relatively late, in 2016, by the NIS Direc-
tive [13, p. 6]. Although cybersecurity risks were acknowledged at the EU level many 
years ago [14], and in spite of the fact that at the time when the NIS Directive came 
into effect a number of European countries had already introduced cybersecurity strate-
gies within their respective jurisdictions [15, p. 7, 16, p. 55], horizontal implementation 
throughout Europe was achieved only through the NIS Directive. In addition to this basic 
contribution to Member States’ cybersecurity, the NIS Directive’s other major contribu-
tion was the delineation of the contents of such a strategy within its text: according to 
Article 7 par. 1, such a strategy would have to at least address seven topics, namely: (I) 
the objectives and priorities of the national strategy on the security of network and in-
formation systems, (II) a governance framework to achieve them, (III) the identification 
of measures relating to preparedness, response and recovery, (IV) an indication of the 
education, awareness-raising and training programmes relating to the national strate-
gy on the security of network and information systems, (V) an indication of the research 
and development plans relating to the national strategy on the security of network and 
information systems, (VI) a risk assessment plan, and (VII) a list of the various actors 
involved in the implementation of such national strategy. The Commission’s approach 
was later confirmed in the text of the EU Cybersecurity Act16, as well as in the text of 
the NIS2 Directive17. The new EU’s new cybersecurity strategy, released in late 2020, 
further articulated three areas of EU action, namely (a) resilience, technological sover-
eignty and leadership, (b) operational capacity to prevent, deter and respond, and (c) 
cooperation to advance a global and open cyberspace [17, p. 4].

In case they need it, European states are authorised by the NIS2 Direc-
tive to ask ENISA, the EU agency for cybersecurity for assistance18. On its part ENISA 
duly obliged, releasing a series of documents to this end, in view of the fact that its in-
volvement in the field had started as early as 2012 [18]: among other things, ENISA 
has issued a relevant Good Practice Guide [19] and a National Capabilities Assessment 
Framework [20], together with a guide outlining good practices in innovation on cyber-
security under the NCSS [21]. ENISA also provides an online monitoring tool, the ENISA 
NCSS Map, conveniently listing all NCSS applicable in the EU, including their strategic 
objectives and model examples of implementation19.

Although a detailed comparison of all EU Member States’ NCSS lies out-
side the purposes of this paper, comparative reading immediately makes apparent the 
impression made upon them both by the European Commission’s approach, as includ-
ed in the NIS2 Directive, as well as by the ENISA guidance. Specifically, in observance 
to their NIS2 Directive obligations, all Member States have published NCSS, which in 
greater or lesser detail address the seven points of Article 7 seen above. In addition, all 
these NCSS have to a large extent taken into consideration ENISA’s Good Practice Guide 
[22, p. 110], as acknowledged in ENISA’s National Capabilities Assessment Frame-
work: “.. the disparity between the different Member States makes it difficult to identify 
common activities or action plans among different national contexts, legal frameworks 
and political agendas. However, Member States’ NCSS’s often have strategic objec-
tives articulated around the same topics. Thus, based on ENISA’s previous work and the 
analysis of Member States’ NCSS’s, 22 strategic objectives were identified” [20, p. 11].  
In this manner the NIS Directive seems to have attained a harmonisation effect, in 
the sense that a few years after its introduction all EU Member States’ NCSS appear 
aligned20. Evidently, not all information pertaining to these NCSS is public: because this 
is ultimately a matter of national security, it is possible that Member States make public 
through their NCSS21 only those parts of their actual cybersecurity strategies that are 
necessary to comply with EU law, not wishing to compromise in this manner any na-
tional security state secrets.

16 See its Art. 2(3).

17 See Art. 7, Directive (EU) 2022/2555 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 14 
December 2022 on measures for a high common 
level of cybersecurity across the Union, amend-
ing Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 and Directive 
(EU) 2018/1972, and repealing Directive (EU) 
2016/1148 (NIS 2 Directive).

18 See Art. 7 par. 4 of the NIS2 Directive.

19 Information from ENISA’s website, https://www.
enisa.europa.eu/topics/national-cyber-security-
strategies/ncss-map.

20 According to Baezner and Cordey, who carried 
out a comparative NCSS analysis in 2019, cyber-
security strategies shared “a number of common 
conceptual elements”, differences being mostly 
traced “in where cybersecurity is positioned within 
the context of government structures, and who 
bears which responsibilities” [15, p. 4].

21 And, in fact, translated into English for most 
countries as early as in 2013 [23, p. 7].

 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/national-cyber-security-strategies/ncss-map
 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/national-cyber-security-strategies/ncss-map
 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/national-cyber-security-strategies/ncss-map
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At any event, from a states-as-platforms perspective at least two short-
comings may be identified in current European NCSS implementations: first and fore-
most, they consider all information to be of equal status. Nevertheless, critical infra-
structures notwithstanding, not all information is of equal importance to others. While 
long debates could be held within a risk assessment analysis over which data relating 
to critical infrastructure are more important than others, or which digital assets are of 
higher value, the fact remains that basic personal data ultimately trump all others: if 
names or nationality information are tampered with or even permanently deleted22, 
the effect could be devastating for the individuals and the states concerned. The same 
would apply to family, education, employment, and tax data. From the point of view of 
individuals and states, any deletion or tampering with these data would have a devas-
tating effect, whereas any unauthorised access to, for example, bank transactions or the 
transport system would of course create major problems but scarcely on a similar scale.

The second shortcoming refers to treatment of data security in the event 
of defeat. Admittedly, the case of loss is addressed through resilience in cyberse-
curity strategies: the ability of a state to recover in case its protective measures fail  
[24, p. 29, 25, p. 6]. Defeat is, however, something larger: It means that another state 
has assumed, through an aggressive act of war, the defeated party’s role. What hap-
pens then? The reply invites ethical and technical considerations. Should the defeated 
state accept defeat and assist the winner in assuming its role of managing the lives of its 
newly acquired subjects, or not? Should state records, particularly including basic per-
sonal information, be seamlessly handed over, or not? Depending on the reply to these 
fundamental questions, different strategies need to be devised. Although addressing 
these questions would largely be dependent upon political, societal and financial fac-
tors, the fact remains that under a states-as-platforms perspective the states concerned 
need to have made up their mind on these topics and apply specific measures in their 
national cybersecurity strategies accordingly.

5. Points for improvement
A divergence between the obligations of states-as-platforms and current 

national cybersecurity strategies is therefore evident from the points made above. As 
seen in section 3, states viewed as information brokers carry increased responsibilities 
towards their citizens in view of the digitisation of information. Such increased respon-
sibilities need to be reflected in their respective cybersecurity strategies. EU and Mem-
ber State national cybersecurity strategies do not appear to fare well under the above 
criteria: because they are focused more on protective and mitigation measures, they do 
not take into account the sensitivity of certain categories of information or the event of 
failure to protect data or even suffer defeat in case of war. It is in this context that cer-
tain recommendations will be outlined in this section. This is done not with the intention 
of compiling a comprehensive list of cybersecurity measures to address the above con-
cerns, but rather by way of presenting examples, in order to attempt a paradigm shift in 
contemporary cybersecurity national strategies’ thinking.

From a cybersecurity perspective, states have to take into account the im-
portance of basic personal information on the one hand, and their role as information 
brokers on the other hand. The Information Revolution only served to accentuate and 
bring to the fore their role and responsibility within the states-as-platforms context. Since 
being a nameless and stateless person is unthinkable in the modern age, states need 
to ensure that nothing happens to digital records in this regard. Records kept on paper 
benefited from natural protection, being hard to destroy completely (and even harder to 
alter) and kept in state buildings, protected by law, the police, and ultimately the mili-
tary forces of the state concerned. On the contrary, state records that are either digitised 
or born-digital are easier to destroy or alter and may not even be stored in state-run 
premises but rather outsourced to the private sector, even outside state borders. Within 
a states-as-platforms context, all of the above factors need to change: born-digital or 

22 It should be noted that this is a fundamentally 
different case to identity theft: while identity theft 
customarily pertains to fraud or other (cyber)
crime, in this case state records containing basic 
personal data may be endangered for national se-
curity aims and purposes.
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digitised state data, including a person’s basic personal data, need to acquire the high-
est level possible of protection as a digital record, must be kept by the state itself (not 
outsourced to the private sector), maintained within that state’s borders, and ultimately 
protected physically and electronically by that state’s military. It is only in this way that 
the state will be able to continue serving its fundamental role as an information broker 
to its citizens. Notwithstanding the adage that “100% security is impossible”, the fact 
remains that states, as is true for records kept in stone or paper throughout human his-
tory, have to do everything within their power to keep basic personal data safe.

Once security has been provided, mitigation measures towards worst-
case scenarios ought not be overlooked. For example, a successful cyberattack could 
achieve deletion or alteration of born-digital state records including basic personal data, 
therefore creating insurmountable difficulties to the state and individuals concerned: 
mitigation measures need not only be technical and organisational (for example, en-
cryption of the data or their dispersal to several physical locations) but also legal, ulti-
mately leading to proof of identity by real-world means. Similarly, in the event of war 
won by an aggressor state it must be assumed that all state records of the defeated 
party will be taken over as well. Because these records include the basic personal data 
of that defeated state’s citizens, they could constitute an extremely powerful tool for 
oppression, mismanagement, reshaping the previous state’s nation-building narrative 
or discouraging opposition. Individuals subject to digitised or born-digital records will 
have limited means of resistance available to them, in the sense of providing adequate 
proof to amend or restore their compromised state records. Mitigation measures within 
national cybersecurity strategies need to be employed in this regard.

Finally, on a less basic but also important level, states-as-platforms need 
to carefully and diligently preserve the digital footprint of their citizens as well. While 
this is of course an already acknowledged task, in most cases it is carried out as part 
of states’ archivist or cultural heritage tasks23. However, within the context discussed 
above, digital preservation is no longer a cultural priority but also a security one. In the 
event of loss or alteration of state records, the digital lives of their citizens, even if created 
under an informal, i.e. private capacity, may serve as means of proof or digital evidence. 
They may serve to contradict affected state records or to cross-reference information in 
order to prove a claim that, after in the wake of a successful cyberattack, may no longer 
be tenable. As a result, states operating within a states-as-platforms context need to 
make the relevant provisions in their national cybersecurity strategies.

6. Conclusions
In 1669 the Venetians, leaving the island of Crete to its new occupiers, the 

Ottomans, negotiated and successfully managed to take the state archives with them to 
Italy. In the back of their minds they thought to re-establish themselves on the island in 
the future (something that they subsequently tried but failed to accomplish), and these 
records would be crucial in this regard [26, p. 203]24. State records, particularly when 
including basic personal data, have long since been invaluable in the event of military 
conflict. Whether digitised or born-digital, such records set new standards and pose 
new challenges to this much older discussion. 

Even though states have always operated first and foremost as informa-
tion brokers for their citizens or subjects, it is the Information Revolution that has unde-
niably brought this role to the fore. Within a states-as-platforms context, states have 
increased responsibilities and obligations as regards their citizens’ personal information, 
especially when referring to basic personal data. Questions of state survival and continu-
ity, especially when placed alongside human survival and well-being in the case of war 
(or even defeat), need to be re-visited and re-assessed within the digital environment, 
where, among other things, digitised or born-digital state records are, by their very na-
ture, easier to destroy, alter or transfer than their older paper counterparts.

23 For ease of reference simply refer to the UK’s 
National Archives webpage, where it is stated that 
“We are […] the official archive and publisher for 
the UK Government, and for England and Wales. 
We are the guardians of over 1,000 years of iconic 
national documents. We are expert advisers in in-
formation and records management and are a cul-
tural, academic and heritage institution. We fulfil  
a leadership role for the archive sector and work to 
secure the future of physical and digital records”, 
as well as “We collect and secure the future of 
the government record, from Shakespeare’s will 
to tweets from Downing Street, to preserve it for 
generations to come”.

24 The same negotiation seems to have occurred 
hundreds of years later, during the Greek and Turk-
ish population “exchange” in 1924 [27, p. 324].
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It is from this, perhaps novel, approach that EU Member States’ cyber-
security strategies also need to be assessed. In their current format (as far as openly 
made public), they suffer from at least two shortcomings when viewed from a states-
as-platforms perspective: they treat all information as equal (even when taking into ac-
count the critical infrastructure discussion) and they take no account of the case of de-
feat. While this paper does not purport to compile a comprehensive list of mitigation 
measures in this regard, it makes the point for data localisation and exclusivity of state 
protection in order for states to adequately support their role as information platforms 
for their citizens [28].
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